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Editorial
The featured artist continually gives us gifts sprinkled with devotion, sparkling  with magic.

I think everyone must feel a little better, after vieweing his creativity: a tonic for the tired
spirit.

Here's an excerpt from the artist, from his website statement...

I produce my art work both consciously and unconsciously, sometimes with an outlined
plan and sometimes without a defined plan letting the piece with its colors guide the future

of the finished painting; being this latter choice the one that frees my imagination and
provides opportunities for spontaneity and grace to influence the outcome. 

 From Ethiopia, born in 1987, I am happy to present you, NAHOSENAY NEGUSSIE.

Editor – Natty Mark Samuels – africanschool.weebly.com – An African School Production

Front Cover painting from Artsy

from YourHub – The Denver Post

https://reggaediscography.blogspot.com/2018/01/izibongo-magazine-2018.html

http://rastaites.com/

http://rastaites.com/
https://reggaediscography.blogspot.com/2018/01/izibongo-magazine-2018.html


from Ethio Art Collection
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from Widewalls

I find peace and fulfillment in the creative process, especially when experimenting and
combining different mediums-whether am painting or printing (wood cut). I love things that

symbolize, express or honor the rhythms, seasons and cycles of nature

Nahosenay Negussie

from Artist Statement
Nahoseny Negussie 



from Pinterest

from Pinterest



Ethiopia
Nahosenay Negussie was born in Addis Ababa, Ethiopia and received his BA in graphic

design from Alle School of Fine Arts and Design.

from Ethio Art Collective

Japan
Nahosenay is a founding member and the Director of Moged Fine Art Studio in Addis

Ababa and is a 2012 recipient of the prestigious Japan Fellowship.

from Artsy

United
Nations

In 2016, his work was part of a program presented by the United Nations Economic
Commission of Africa.

from Lions Roaring, Far From Home





This one and the painting above are both from Lake Tana Tour



Fascinating
Works out of a studio and gets commissioned privately to create eclectic and fascinating

works.

from Connections Through Art

Awesome
He then encouraged two other awesome artists to come along with us: Yacob Bizuneh and

Nahosenay Negussie. All three of these wildly talented Ethiopian artists have exhibited
abroad and received international attention for their work.

Stephanie Schlatter talking of Aklilu - from Stephanie Schlatter Art June 2016

Odyssey
We were part of an Ethiopian Odyssey one goal of which was to create colorful, culturally

appropriate books for young children in Ethiopia... My fellow travelers on the Ethiopian
Odyssey are up for the challenge. The art created and donated by Stephanie Schlatter,

Troy Zaushny. Yacob Bizuneh and Nahosenay Negussie as a result of our time in Maji and
on the road will be exhibited and sold this fall. 

from Light of Day Stories
March 2016



from Widewalls

from Next Canvas



from Tadias Magazine

My passion for natural world has inspired my art since I first put pencil to paper as child. I
grew up in the capital city of Ethiopia and Africa, Addis Ababa. It was there that my love for

nature and wilderness flourished. I have combined my love for living creatures with my
interest in forming new mixed media art which have Bright lights and saturated colors. So
my palette has been influenced by the high Chroma and warm tones here. They speak of

optimism and passion to me.

Nahosenay Negussie

from Artist Statement
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Ancient
The inspiration Negussie finds in nature and the ancient traditions celebrating the mystery
of life. By looking at the sun, plants, and animals in all of their glory, he excites, energizes

and paints directly from life. 

from Widewalls

Beautiful
Colours are beautiful. Reminds me of the colourful things I ran into when I was in Haiti

many years ago.

Sam Malone

from Twitter
April 2016 

Heart
‘Tibeb’ is the decoration of pattern which is handwoven with supplementary weft in to the
border of the ‘shemma’ worn by women and men in Ethiopia and Eritrea. The ‘shemma’

traditionally was worn in the northern and central highlands of Ethiopia.

At the heart of my artistic pursuit is the decorative object.

Nahosenay Negussie

from Akka Project



from Artsy



from Pinterest



from Widewalls

A lot of my previous works explored animals in different forms and contexts focusing on
human interaction or emotional relationship with it. I believe art can facilitate healing and
through my work I hope to inspire others or help them reconnect, appreciate and respect

nature-outside and within themselves.

 Nahosenay Negussie
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